Perception of the place of articulation of French stop bursts.
This paper deals with the perception of French natural stop bursts and with the role played by the following vowel in this perception. The first experiment verified the ability of listeners to identify long stimuli containing the burst and part of the subsequent vowel. The second and third experiments investigated the identification of stop bursts with and without a priori knowledge of the following vowel. In order to determine the discriminating power of spectral characteristics of the burst, these experiments used fixed-length burst stimuli of 25-ms duration with all traces of vocalic segment cut off. The bursts of initial voiceless stops were extracted from CVC isolated words. The burst provided very reliable information about stop place since listeners identified correctly 87% of the stops, without a priori knowledge of the following vowel. Performance however was context-dependent. Knowing the identity of the vowel led to a slight but statistically significant improvement in stop identification. Nevertheless, the effects of this knowledge were selective and varied with context. Finally, the first experiment proved that a near perfect identification of stops can be achieved only when all main cues (burst spectrum, burst duration, and onset of vocalic formant transitions) were present simultaneously.